Lateral neural borders as precursors of peripheral nervous systems: A comparative view across bilaterians.
The nervous systems in most bilaterians are centralized, composed of central nervous systems (CNS) and peripheral nervous systems (PNS). Common molecular and cellular patterns of medial nerve cords have been observed in various distantly related bilaterians, suggesting deep homology of CNS. The development patterns of PNS, however, are more diverse than CNS across different phylogenetic lineages and the evolution of PNS so far has been thought to be polygenic. The molecular and cellular programs during the development of PNS among different bilaterian branches are drastically different. For example, vertebrate PNS is essentially derived from neural crest cells and placodes, which are largely vertebrate innovations and do not exist in invertebrates. On the other hand, the lack of common precursor cell types does not necessarily lead to the conclusion of different evolutionary origins. Homology needs to be examined with a deeper and broader scope. In this review, we examined the molecular, cellular and developmental characteristics of PNS in a broad range of bilaterians to summarize our current understanding of variation and potentially conserved themes. These comparisons demonstrate that there exist both migratory and non-migratory neuroblasts in the lateral border of CNS precursors in most model bilaterian animals. These lateral border neuroblasts are specified by conserved gene regulatory network and give rise to sensory neurons, suggesting that lateral border neuroblasts represent the progenitor of PNS and share deep homology among different branches of Bilateria. Future studies are needed to elucidate the evo-devo mechanisms of the lateral neural borders as PNS progenitors.